Please see below for some recent interesting articles on extreme weather and climate adaptation, as well as media featuring the Intact Centre on Climate Adaptation. If you would like to subscribe to the weekly news update, please email Intact Centre Manager, Taylor Legere, at tmbleger@uwaterloo.ca.

**External Media Features**

### Flood
- National Post, Sept 11: [Manitoba offers money for areas hit by spring and summer flooding](#)
- CBC, Sept 10: [Wild weather hikes Alberta insured damages above national average at nearly $2B](#)

### Natural Infrastructure
- The Narwhal, Sept 9: [What’s an intact forest worth? The tricky task of quantifying Canada’s nature-based climate solutions](#)
- Windsor Star, Sept 4: [Pandemic opens up great green opportunities for Great Lakes](#)

### Wildfire
- CBC, Sept 11: [Murky skies, poor air quality in southwest B.C. as more smoke from U.S. wildfires drifts north](#)
- CBC, Sept 11: [Oregon governor says dozens missing as half a million flee deadly wildfires](#)

### Urban Heat
- BNN Bloomberg, Sept 7: [Extreme Heat Made August the Fourth-Warmest on Record](#)
- Nasa Earth Observatory, Sept 6: [California Heatwave Fits a Trend](#)

### Capital Markets
- Smart Prosperity Institute: [Bridging the Transparency Gap in Sustainable Finance](#)

### Social Justice and Resilience
- Yes! Solutions Journalism, Sept 11: [Communities Step Up to Keep Neighbors Safe from Extreme Heat and COVID-19](#)
- NewsWire, Sept 9: [Government of Canada supports climate action by Halton Multicultural Council](#)
- CBC, Sept 5: [UBC researchers launch vulnerability index to track potential health impacts of climate change](#)
Recent ICCA Media Features

• Insurance Business, Sept 11: [Insurers must consider climate change when tackling flood risk]